Aim to learn, learn to succeed ~ Anelu at ddysgu, dysgu i lwyddo
Dosbarthiadau Miss Pye, Mrs O’Connor, Mrs Leyshon & Mrs Thomas
This year we are taking a pupil led themed approach to our teaching and
learning. Pupils have the opportunity to voice what they would like to learn and teachers
have linked these to Welsh Government requirements; therefore making their learning
more purposeful and most importantly more enjoyable!

Literacy, Language and Communication

Mathematics

Pupils will have the opportunity to write for a variety of purposes, including to: Write Christmas
recounts, writing persuasively to advertise a product and writing non-chronological reports. To
write a poem for the school Eisteddfod. They will
be reading and exploring traditional stories, completing comprehension task and reading
and following instructions.
Welsh text: Cantre Gwaelod.
Writing postcards and a diary extract. Oracy tasks
include vlog making using FlipGrid.

Year 3 & 4
Lines – horizontal, vertical, parallel, perpendicular, angles, 3D shapes and nets,
Venn diagrams/Carroll diagrams - sorting
shape, multiplication and division – arrays
and families, read and write numbers,
compare and estimate, column addition
and subtraction, money – adding and subtracting decimals, fractions, co-ordinates,
compass points
and directions,
perimeter and area, multiplying and
dividing by 10,
100,1000

Topic—Down in the Jungle!
PE — Mile-a-day activities, creating a Jungle Gym, animal dances. Geography—The impact of deforestation. D & T —Designing and advertising rainforest fruit mocktails. Music — Listen to and learn some
Rainforest songs. Composing and performing a rainforest song.
Topic—Made in Wales!
This year the children will have the opportunity to compete in the Maes
Owen Eisteddfod. Pupils will learn Welsh songs, recitations and a
dramatisation. They will also create 2D, 3D, photography and poetry linked to
Trips / events:
the theme Cantre Gwaelod. History— Children will become part of a restoration team, opening a castle and creating information guides for visitors. They
Safer Internet Day February 9th
will read historical stories linked with the castles of wales and write their own.
Eisteddfod 1st March
PE—Tag Rugby. And competitive games.
Fairtrade Fortnight

Topic—Easter

22nd February—March 7th

Learning abut the Easter story, Easter traditions and creating an Easter garden.

Book Day March 4th
Red Nose Day 19th March

Literacy, Numeracy & DCF skills are taught through all subject areas.

